
Users opinions

We have been using system ASK since 2009 in our firebrigade. The system enables fast and 
effective alarming of our firefighters via mobile and fixed phones, what shortens the response time 
of our operatives. Head commander of the intervention immediately and automatically gets 
statistics on which members will come to the intervention, which helps in organizing of firefighters 
in unexpected situations. It is also suitable for convening exercises, working actions and other 
meetings. We are very satisfied with the operation of the system ASK and we will continue to apply 
it in our everyday firefighting situations.

Ivan Jezernik, the commander of firefighter association DOBRNA-VOJNIK



ASK system has become an indispensable tool in informing all of our firefighters. Everyday we 
help in saving our local residents and their property, so we have to be quick. When it is necessary to 
convene a large group of operatives, one simple telephone call enables that all members are 
informed of the specific event at once. Since the system ASK offers a reliable communication, as 
the commander of the operational units one can completely dedicate to his tasks in the case of 
intervention. Ever since we are using the ASK system, all the problems regarding communication 
between our members disappeared. As a longtime firefighter, I am very delighted with its 
performance.   

Štefan Pohajač, then subcommander of firefighter association DOBRNA-VOJNIK

With the use of the ASK system I am able to send alarm to my firefighters-operatives anytime and 
anywhere they need to come to the intervention. Regarding the fact that every firefighter has his 
mobile phone with him all of the time, their availability using the ASK system has increased. In our 
work it is important to respond very rapid and the first phase is also quick notification of all 
operatives. Due to the ASK system we have undoubtedly gain in fast responsing. In this manner we 
have also reduced the time to make export with our fire trucks. I also like the fact that we do not 
need to worry about the operating of the system by ourselves and this also fulfills all of my 
expectations.       

Marko Novak, operative firefighter of voluntary fire brigade ZAGORJE OB SAVI
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